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Let A be a Noetherian local ring containing a field of characteristic zero. 
It was proved recently by Seibt (51 that if A is complete and P is a 
maximally differential prime ideal of A, then P is permissible in .4 (see 
Section 1 for terminology). In fact, Seibt has claimed this result for a more 
general class of rings but, as we point out in Remark 2.9, the proof given by 
him is valid only if A is complete or dim A/P < 1. Seibt has also given 15, 
Example 1.31 to show that the converse of the above result does not hold. 
Although this example is incorrect (because the prime ideal considered in the 
example is not permissible)? it is true that the converse does not hold. This is 
seen easily from our description of maximally differential prime ideals given 
in Theorem 2.6; however. see [4] for a specific example. 
The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a complete Noetherian local ring containing a 
field of characteristic zero. Let P be a prime ideal of A and let n = dim A/P. 
Then the following two conditions cue equiualent: 
(i) P is maximally differential. 
(ii) There exist elements x, ,...) x, of A and a complete Noetherian 
local subring A, of A such that x , ,..., x, are analytically irzdependent over 
A,, A =A,,[[.x, ,..., x,,]] and P = m,A, where m, is the maximal ideal of.4,. 
It is immediate from the above description of maximally differential prime 
ideals that if A is complete, then for a prime ideal the property of being 
maximally differential implies its permissibility (see Corollary 2.8 for a more 
general statement) and is, in fact, much stronger. 
The main step in our proof of the above theorem is the construction of 
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derivations d, ,..., d, of A leaving P invariant and such that for a suitable 
choice of elements x , ,..., X, of A which form a regular system of parameters 
module P the matrix (di(xj)) is the n x n identity matrix. This construction is 
done in Theorem 2.1, the proof of which depends essentially on 
[8, Lemma 4] of Zariski. Once these derivations are found the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 follows from Lemma 2.7 which is an extension, under 
additional hypotheses, of a generalization of Zariski’s lemma by Lipman 
[ 2, Theorem 21. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout this paper A denotes a Noetherian local ring containing a field 
of characteristic zero and m denotes its maximal ideal. Let Der(Aj denote 
the A-Lie algebra of all derivations of A (into itself). Let Q be a subset of 
Der (A). An ideal P of A is said to be 63Fdifferential if d(P) c P for all 
d E 9. We say P is maximally G-d@erential if P # A, P is G-differential 
and for every ideal I with Pf I$ A, I is not G-differential. We say P is 
maximally d@rentiaI if it is maximally G-differential for some subset D of 
Der(A). If P is maximally differential, then P is necessarily a prime ideal. 
This follows from the fact, proved by Seidenberg [6], that if an ideal of A is 
g-differential, then all its associated primes are again Q-differential. 
For an ideal P of A we denote by Y(P) the set of those derivations of A 
which map P into P. This is an A-Lie subalgebra of Der(A). Note that P is 
maximally differential if and only if P is maximally Y’(Pj-differential. 
Let A denote the m-adic completion of A. If P is an ideal of A we write P 
for Pa. For a derivation d of A we denote by d the unique extension of d to 
a derivation of A. If Y is a subset of Der(A) we write 5? = {did E Y}. Note 
that if 9 is an A-Lie subalgebra of Der(A), then S? is an A-Lie subalgebra of 
Der(A^) but not necessarily an A-Lie subalgebra. 
Recall that a prime-ideal P of A is said to be permissible in A (as a center 
for a blowing-up) if A/P is regular and Pr/Pr+ ’ is A/P-free for every r > 0. 
2. THE RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be an A-Lie subalgebra of Der(A). Let Q be a 
maximally 2-differential prime ideal of A and let n = dim&Q. Then there 
exist x, ,..., x, E m and d, ,..., d, E ip such that fi = Q + xJ=, Axj and the 
matrix (d,(x,)) is the n x n identity matrix. 
The derivations di will be found by induction on i. The essential part of 
the proof is the inductive step which we prove first in 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let 9 be an A-Lie subalgebra of Der(A). Let Q be a 
maximally :2-diflerential prime ideal of a and let n = dim A/Q. Let p be an 
integer with 1 <p < n. Suppose there e,uist x, ,.... _ Y E tit and d, ,~.*, d,- 1 E 2 !1 
such that 61= Q + CJ=, axj and 
for all i, j. 1 ,< i <p - 1. 1 <j < n. Then there exist yi*...,j’n E li! arrd 
d I _... 7 d, E Y such that 61 = Q + C,y=, Ayj and 
6$(J)) E a - rit, d;(J?J E f ay, (for if j) (2) 
h=i+! 
Pro@ Put Q’=Q+~~=,~xj, B=A/Q’ and iet x:~-+B be the 
natural map. Let k be a coefficient field of 2. Then the subring 
k[[x,, . . . . . YPel]] of a maps isomorphically onto B under 71. We identify B 
with the power series ring k[(x,,...,x,_,]] vta t h is isomorphism. Let n denote 
the maximal ideal of B and let v = (ord j o rr, where ord: B ---’ Z ‘~ u ( co ! is 
the order function with respect to n. Since Q is maximally 2’-differential. Q’ 
is not g-differential. Therefore by permuting x p...~’ x, we may assume that 
There exists d E Y such that &,x,) $ Q’. (31 
Now, for any d E 2 put rrl = u(d(x,)) and sd = the smallest integer S, 
0 < s <p - 1, such that info (rr(Li(xJ)) E kjx- , ,.... xS], where info denotes the 
initial form of a power series. Choose d E 2~ such that the pair (,K~, -sn) is 
the least element of the set ((To, --sD) 1 D E G!‘\ under lexicographic ordering. 
This means that for every D E Y we have either rd < r, or Ye = P{, and 
sd > sD. For such a derivation d we make the following: 
Claim. rd = 0. (” 1 
In order to prove this claim we shall assume that rd > I and obtain a 
contradiction. First, we fix some notation. Put I’ = cdm s = sd, and assume 
that P > 1, Then, since r < CO by (3), p > 2 and $6(x:,)) is a nonconstant 
power series of positive order. This means that s > 1. Put C = k[s! >.~~, ~~~~ _! j 
and identify it with the associated graded ring gr,(B) in a natural way. Put 
I=~~z:,,,&,, J=C~~I:+~ Bx,, and K=xg:f,, C:<,:. For an element b 
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of B let (ZJ)~ denote its homogeneous component of degree i. We now obtain 
the desired contradiction in five steps. 
Step I. We may assume that d^(xj) E rit’ + I for all j with s <j <p - 1. 
ProoJ: Let ldi = ai and choose a, E A such that U; ‘&xi) - ai E 4’. 
Put D = d - Cf:: aidi. Then D E ~2. For any j, s <j <p - 1, we have 
P-1 
d(~Kj) = ci(Xj) - ajuj - r aidi( 
i=s 
i*j 
which belongs to rit’ + I by (1). So if we show now that 
info(rc(&,))) = info(n(d(x,))), (5) 
then our assertion would be proved by replacing d by D. To prove (5) put 
z = xf1~: aidi( Then &A’~) = a(.~,) - z. By the minimality of (r, -s) we 
have z@(x,)) > , r, whence also U(Z) > r. Let I; = (@(x,))),. G = ($8&J)), 
and H= (~(z))~. Then F = G - H. Now, G = info(x(&,))) E k[x, ,..., x,] by 
the definition of S. On the other hand, since z E 1 by (1), ~(2) E f. Therefore 
if H # 0, then H 65 k[x ,,..., x,], so that F & k[x ,,..,, xs]. This means that if 
H # 0, then r, = r and sD > s + 1, a contradiction to the minimality of 
(r, -s). Thus we must have H = 0 and F = G. This proves (5). 
Step II. r(aJQr)) c J. 
Proof. For a E 2 we have d,(axj) = d,(a)xj + ad,(xj). If j# s, then 
$(xj) E 1 by (1). Therefore, since s <p - 1, ds(axj) E Q’ + I forj > p. Now, 
since Q’ = Q + Cy=, dxj and d,(Q) c Q, we get ax(Q’) c Q’ + I. Therefore 
4d,(Q')> = J. 
Step III. We have (rc(&ci(x,))),.~ , = F, + F2, where F, , FZ are 
homogeneous elements of C of degree r - 1, F, E k[x, r . . . . xr], F, + 0. aud 
F, E K. 
ProoJ: We can write d(x,)=F+g+q’ with F E k[x, ,..., xs] 
homogeneous of degree r, F 62 k[x, ,..., IC,- ,I, g E fir’* and q’ E Q’. Since 
d*(g) E lit’, (rc(&( g))),.- , = 0. Therefore, (n(& d(.u,))),_, = F, + F2, where 
F, = Mci,(FL I and F2 = (n(d5(q’)))+, . Since n(ds(q’)) E J by step II, 
F, E K. Now, to prove that F, satisfies the required property write 
F = z,a, =r a, x:l ... .Y;I with a, E k and let 
F’ = c a,a,xpl ... x~~~Ix~s-‘. 
IPl=-r 
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Since F E k[x , ,..., xs-i], F’ # 0. Write d,(x,) = c + z with c E k, z E ti. 
Then c # 0 by (1). Now as(F) = cF’ + h, where 
h = zF’ + s &(a,~~ a.. x;iy’)x;s. 
lal=i- 
Since d&zj) E tit for j # s, we have h E tit’. Therefore (z(h)),-, = 0 and we 
get F, = (n(d,(F)),- I = cF’. 
Step IV. Let F, = (z(&&,))),-, . Then F, E K. 
ProoJ By (1) d&x,) = Cj”:J+ I ujxj with aj E .A. Therefore. since 
d(xj) E tit’+ I by step I, we have &,(.u,j E tii’ + I. It follows that 
n(&(x,)) E n’ + J. This proves the assertion. 
Step V. Put 6=d,d-dd,. Then r,<r- 1. 
Proof: By steps III and IV we have (rc(b(x,))),_ L = F, + F, - F,. Since 
F, E k[x , ,..‘, x,] and F, ) F, E K and since F, # 0, we have F, + F? - F, f 0. 
Therefore rs = v($(x,)) < r - 1. 
Since 6 E Y9 step V gives a contradiction to the minimality of (r, -sj. 
This proves our claim (4) that r = 0. 
Thus we have found d E 9 such that a(~,? E a - lit. Put d, = d and 
~~,=x,.ThenbyZariski [8.Lemma4]wehave~=A’[[yD]]with~~,lA’=0 
and 1~~ analytically independent over A’. For 1 <j < n, j fp, let y,i be the 
unique element of A ’ such that xj - vj E A^yp. It is then clear that 
C,y:-, a-yj = CJ=, ayj. So we have only to show that (2) holds. First. ifj +p. 
then yj E A ‘, so that (2,(yj) = 0. Further, since .I?~ = sp, we have 
&(r,jEa-m and ~,(~,)E~P,Z~+,AX~CCP~=~+~A?~~ or l<i<p--1. 
This shows that (2) holds if i = p or j = p and also that di(,4Jjp) c Cz = i+, Ayh 
for l~i~p-1.Now,leti,jbeintegerswithl~i~p-1,1~j~n,jfp. 
Then, since xj - yj E a~, , we have Ai - di(4;.j E CzEi+ i a~!,, . Therefore. 
since (ii E A - lit and di(xj) E Cph: i+, Ax, c xtEi+, ~JJ~ for i # j, (2j is 
proved also for i # p, j # p. 
This completes the proof Lemma 2.2. 
Remark 2.3. The proof of Lemma 2.2 and hence that of Theorem 2.1 
gets a bit simplified notationally if we assume that A is complete. However. 
we have proved it in the above somewhat general form keeping in mind a 
possible application of Theorem 2.1 to proving an analog of Corollary 2.4 in 
the case of a noncomplete local ring (see Corollary 2.5 and also [4]). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since Q is maximally differential in A^, 0 is 
maximally differential in a/Q. So d/Q is regular by [ 1, corollary to 
Theorem 11. Therefore we can use Lemma 2.2 and induction on py 
l<P<:n, to find J’, ,..., ?‘, E Tii and d,,..., d,, E 2’ such that 
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lit = Q + Cj”=, Ayi and ai E A - t?r, aj(4;.) E t?r for all i, j, 1 < i, j < n, 
i# j. Choose xj E m such that *yj - JJ~ E ti1’. Then ti = Q + cy=, A^xj. 
Moreover, dj(xj) - a,(~,~) E lit. Therefore, di@J E A - m and di(.uj) E m for 
i + j. In particular, the matrix (di(xj)) is invertible. Now, the theorem follows 
by replacing the derivations d,,..., d,, by suitable A-linear combinations of 
these derivations. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose A is complete. Let P be a maximally 
differential prime ideal of A and let n = dim A/P. Then there exist 
x, ,..., x, E m and d, ,..., d,, E Der(A) such that di(P) c P for every i, 
m = P + Cs=, Axj and the matrix (di(xj)) is the n X n identity matrix. 
ProoJ: Apply Theorem 2.1 with Q = P, i” = 9(P). 
It would be interesting to know whether the above result holds without the 
assumption that A is complete. Corollary 2.5 shows that it does hold under 
an additional hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let P be a (maximally differential prime) ideal of A 
and let n = dim A/P. Let 9 be an A-Lie subalgebra of Y(P). If P is 
maximally $-differential, then there exist x, ,..., x, E m and d, ,..., d, E 9 
such that nt = P + CJ=, Axj and the matrix (di(xj)) is the n x n identity 
matrix. 
ProoJ Let dj, xj be as in Theorem 2.1 with Q = P. The equality lit = 3 + 
2eTrixj implies the equality m = P + CT=, Ax,~ by the faithful flatness of A 
We now come to our main result: 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose A is complete. Let P be a prime ideal of A and 
let n = dim A/P. Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) P is maximally differential. 
(ii) There exist elements x, ,..., x,, of A and a complete Noetherian 
local subring A,, of A such that x, ,..., x, are analytically independent over 
<4,, A =A,[[x ,,..., xll]] and P = m,A, where m,, is the maximal ideal of A,. 
Proof: (ii) 3 (i) Let 93 = (d ,,..., d,}, where di is the A,-derivation of A 
given by d,(xj) = 6,, 1 < i, j < n. Then, since P = m,A, it is easily seen that 
P is maximally g-differential. 
(i) + (ii) This follows from Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 2.7 which is an 
extension, under additional hypotheses, of a result of Zariski-Lipman [2, 
Theorem 21. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose A is complete. Let P be a prime ideal of A and Iet 
n = dim A/P. Suppose there exist x, 7 .. . . x, E m and d, ,..., d,, E Der(A) suc.cI 
that di(P) c P for every i, m = P + CJzI Axj and the matrk (d,(x,)) is the 
n x n identity matrix. Then there exists a complete Noetherian local subring 
z4, of A such fhat 
60 XI ,..., I Y, are analytically independent over A,, 
(b) A =Ao[[-~1,...,x,,ll, 
(c) P = m,A, where m, is the maximal ideal of A,,. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. The assertion being 
trivial for IZ = 0, assume that n > 1. Since d,I(x,) = 1, we can use 
[S. Lemma 41 of Zariski to write A = A’[ [xn]] with d,, ]A’ = 0 and x,! 
analytically independent over A’. Let rc: A + A/Ax, be the natural map. Then 
z maps A’ isomorphically onto A/Ax,l. We use this isomorphism to identify 
A’ with A/Ax,,. Let P’ = A’ n (P + Ax,). Then under the above iden- 
tification we have ,4’/P’ = A/(P i-Ax,,). Therefore A’/P’ is (a regular local 
ring) of dimension n- 1. Further, since d,,(xi) = 0 for 
1 <j < 17 - 1, x, ,...) X,-L E A’. Therefore m’ = P’ + x.;:: A ‘x;, where m’ 
denotes the maximal ideal of A’. Now, d, ,..., d,- I induce derivations of 
A/Ax,, hence derivations of A’ via the above identification. We denote these 
derivations of A’ by d{ ,...) d;-, , respectively. Since di(P + Ax,) c P + Ax, 
for i # n we get dj(P’) c P’ for 1 < i < n - 1. Therefore, since the matrix 
(d((xj)) is the (R - 1) x (n - 1) identity matrix we can use the induction 
hypothesis to get a complete Noetherian local subring A, of A’ such that 
x 1,“‘. x,z-, are analytically independent over A,,, A’ = A,[ ix, ,..., x,- ,]I and 
P’ = m,A’, where m, is the maximal ideal of A,. Assertions (a) and (b) are 
now immediate. To prove (c) note that both P and P’.4 = m,A are prime 
ideals of A of coheight n. Therefore it is enough to prove that P c P’A. Let 
fE P. Write f= Gz0 aix6 with a,E A’. Then it is enough to prove that 
ai E P’ for every i > 0. Now d:(f) = i! ai + gx, with g E A. Therefore, since 
d’,(J) E P and i! is a unit in A, we have ai E ‘4’ 0 (P $ Ax,) = P’. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7 and hence that of Theorem 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.8 (Seibt [5]). Let P be a maxima& d#krential prime 
ideal of A. Then P is permissible in A in each of the folloGng cases :
(1) P is maximally differential in A-. 
(2) dim A/P < 1 and P is prime. 
(3) A is complete. 
Proof. First, we show that if dim ,4/P < 1 and P is prime. then @ is 
maximally differential in A. To do this we may assume that P z m. Then 
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there exists d E Der(A) such that d(P) c P and d(m) G? m. It is then clear 
that @) c P an.d d(m) c~ ti. Therefore, since there is no prime idea1 of A 
between P and tii, @ is maximally differential. Thus case (2) follows from 
case (1). On the other hand, case (1) follows from case (3) in view of 
[ 7, Lemma 5.11. Therefore it is enough to prove case (3). This is the correct 
part of [S, Theorem 1.21. Or one can deduce this directly from Theorem 2.6 
as follows: Assuming that A is complete we have A =A,[[x, ,...,x,]] and 
P = m,A with notation as in Theorem 2.6. So A/P = A,/m,[ [x, ,..., x,,] 1, 
which is regular. Further, since A is A,-flat, we have 
PllP ” ’ = nt~/m~~ ’ @,4,, m. A/P, which shows that Pl’/P’+ ’ is A/P-free for 
every r > 0. This proves that P is permissible in A. 
Remark 2.9. We remark that the proof of [5, Theorem 1.21 is not valid 
in general because it depends on [5, Lemma 1.11 which is false for a 
noncomplete local ring, as is shown by Example 2.lO(iii). The proof is valid 
if the ring is complete or the prime ideal is of coheight at most one. This 
correct part of the theorem is a special case of Corollary 2.8.’ 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let R = k[x, y], where k is a field of characteristic zero 
and x, y are indeterminates. Let A denote the localization of R at the 
maximal ideal Rx + Ry and let m = Ax + Ay. Let d be the k-derivation of R 
(resp. A) defined by d(x) = 1 and d(y) = 1 + v. Put D = Ad c Der(A). Then 
we have: 
(i) rffE R and d(,f) E Rf, then f = a( 1 + y)” with a E k and n > 0. 
(ii) The ideal 0 of A is maximally O-differential. 
(iii) If .GO is any subset of G2 and P is a prime ideal of .4 with 
0 $ P $ m, then P is not maximally G,,-differential. 
ProoJ (i) Put z = 1 + y. Then d(z) = z. Write f = uizi with J;. E k[x]. 
Then d(f) = x(x + $) zi, where “prime” is used to denote derivative with 
respect to x. It follows that if d(f) E Rf, then d(J) = gf with g E k[x]. Thus 
we get J = (g - i)J;: for every i. Therefore iffi # 0, then we must havex = 0 
and i = g. Thus fi # 0 for at most one i and for such i, fi E k. This proves the 
assertion. 
(ii) Suppose 0 is not maximally O-differential. Then by [6, Theorem 1 ] 
some nonzero prime ideal of A is a-differential. Since d(x) = 1, m is not 8- 
differential. Therefore some prime ideal P of A of height one is GZ‘- 
differential. Let f E R be an irreducible polynomial such that P = AJ: Then 
’ Nore added in proo$ However, it has since been proved that the statement of [S, 
Theorem 1.21 is correct. See the paper “Permissibility of a maximally differential prime ideal” 
by this author which appears elsewhere in this journal. 
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d(f) E Afn R = RJ Therefore by (i)f= a( I + J’)~ with a E k and II > 0. But 
this is not possible, since Af is a nonzero proper ideal of A. 
(iii) We may assume that G0 is a proper A-submodule of 5’. Then 
8, c md. Therefore m is go-differential. 
Remark 2.11. From the results proved in this paper the condition ‘.@ is 
maximally differential in a” appears to be more significant than the 
condition “P is maximally differential in A.” It would be interesting to know 
whether these two conditions are equivalent or at least whether the latter 
implies the former. This question is considered at some length in j4]. 
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